
We transform 
an empty space 
into the 
most realistic 
retail experience

Virtual Smart Real



inVRsion is a Virtual Reality company founded in 2015, developing immersive 
Virtual Reality solutions for CPG industry and retail, globally acknowledged  
for their unique level of realism.

Based in Milan and New York, the company puts itself next to leading brands  
and retailers that can now save time and costs on perfect store executions.

The company stands out from the competition thanks to ShelfZone® - the most 
realistic Virtual Reality Retail Simulator - and its patented enterprise-level 3D 
product digitization service.
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Results

Awards

Retail Institute Award 2019
Winner Category “Digital Engagement 

and Pure Digital”
Winner “Best in Show”

Prix Laval Virtual 2018
Winner Category “Business,  
Communication & Services”

Italian Popai Award 2016 
Winner Category 

“Technological Innovation,  
In-store Technology”

Winner “Best in Show”
Winner “Critics’ Choice”

Trusted by

Partner of



ShelfZone® is the Software as a Service (SaaS) solution to simulate and validate 
perfect store executions before their physical implementation.

Design or remodel stores of any kind
and size. Simulate any in-store activities, 
from communication, POS material and 
extra displays contextualization, to category 
management and trade marketing.

Validate any activity from the shoppers’ 
point of view by conducting research 
in VR and integrating biometric 
and neuroscientific devices.

Conduct more engaging training sessions 
across different business functions  
and activities, anywhere in the world 
at the same time.

Watch the video

THE MOST REALISTIC VR RETAIL SIMULATOR

1 2 3
MANAGE

An easy-to-use layouts 
 and planograms editor

An ultra-realistic
VR simulator

Deeper shopper analytics
through eye-tracking, 

EEG, GSR

Professional audience VR user

Speaker

Planogram visualization

SIMULATE ANALYZE

Get your VR Lab!
Test your concepts 
and run your simulations
in front of your audience



Use ShelfZone®  to conduct different kind of research, such as primary/secondary 
displays and impulse, promotional activities and brand activation, shelf and category 
organization, path-to-purchase and in-store communication, outdoor advertising  
and location tests, pack design and strategy, tasting perceptions.

Integrate biometric and neuroscientific devices like eye-tracking, EEG 
(electroencephalogram) and GSR (galvanic skin response) to gain even deeper 
shopper insights.
Analyze the collected shopper metrics and turn them into valuable insights.

Validate your executions
without any in-store impact

Observe reality through 
your customers’ eyes

TRADE MARKETING AND PERFECT STORE EXECUTIONS

SHOPPER RESEARCH

Use ShelfZone® to manage layouts, POS and extra display 
materials and planograms or import planogram files from  
the most used space allocation software. 
Set product groups and assign KPI charts.

Showcase your executions in VR, switching between different 
versions in real-time and customizing them in one click.

Major benefits:

Present your category and in-store projects 
in a more engaging and effective way 

Avoid the impact on physical stores 
or the adoption of template/ghost stores

Accelerate your go-to-market  
by implementing the already validated      
options only

Major benefits:

Save money on physical prototypes and ghost stores

Prevent a wrong go-to-market by knowing shoppers’ feedback  
on changes before their physical implementation

Cut time and costs by conducting shopper research in different 
locations at the same time

Immersive VR simulation

Shopper’s heatmap on planogram

Shopper’s in-store navigation path

Layouts and planograms editor



Get the highest-quality 
Digital Twin of your 
products

SKU DIGITIZATION

Watch the video

Benefit from high quality digital representations of your products for cross-
functional usage, from flyers and e-commerce, to category management,  
marketing research, social media and AR/VR applications.

Explore what the future means for us!
Discover our idea of v-commerce (Virtual Reality Commerce).

Major benefits:

Have a one-stop-provider for all your 
product digital representations

Empower your e-commerce and increase 
customer engagement and conversion rate

Validate new pack options more easily 
and save money on mockups

3D content is poised to become pervasive in retail
inVRsion is now part of The Khronos 3D Commerce Working 
Group, collaborating at the creation of a standard to scale-up 
the use of visually realistic 3D content in online retail.

inVRsion’s digitization pipeline is empowered and optimized  
by a patented system based on AI and Computer Vision.

Hairstyle 3D models

High-definition 3D models
Focus on special texture and shape

• ShelfZone- 
compliant asset

• FBX format
• glTF format

3D models

72 and 300 DPI pictures 
(6 orthogonal + 4 
perspective views)

2D pictures

Attributes
and dimensions

Information card
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inVRsion.com

ITALIAN HQ
inVRsion s.r.l.

Via Gian Battista Vico, 42
20123 Milano – Italy

REPRESENTATIVE OFFICE
inVRsion USA Inc.

5 W 19th St 10th Floor,
New York, NY 10011, USA


